
This is a list of 11 information documents I have compiled with my limited 

knowledge that I can send to your email address. To view or print them you will 

need a spreadsheet and a word processing programs on a computer, tablet or 

mobile (Perhaps you could access via a friend or at a library) Most information you 

may not need for 50 years but I will not be around for that long.  I am 77 now & 

been dancing for 55 years.).  

1   Description of how to access the list of dance venues around Melbourne for sequence 

dancing including which venues have lessons before a regular weekly or monthly social 

dance (requires a spreadsheet program or PDF reader to access or print it). Go to Victoria / 

Melbourne Metro / Metro dance info at the following website 

http://www.ballroomdancing.sportingpulse.net/  (use control & mouse) 

OR  copy & Paste the page link below into your search engine to get direct to Victoria  

http://websites.sportstg.com/assoc_page.cgi?c=1-9120-0-0-0&sID=384524  
 

2.  General information document with   

Some hints to help those new to sequence ballroom dancing. also may be on the 

website. 

A list of dances to matching music (ie music for saunters, slow foxtrots etc 

match). 

A Work in progress. Where to buy or how to obtain : DVD`s of dance 

demonstrations, dance instructions books, dance shoes, book of short dance 

scripts, video dance demonstrations off the internet, country dance venues 

booklet etc. 

3  A list of 270 common & not so common sequence dances grouped into different 
types (ie all New Vogue waltzes together ). Also I may supply a list of over 1000 
sequence dances world wide.  

 

4. Definitions of dance terms including New vogue dancing & dance figures.  

5. Short dance scripts for a few sequence slow foxtrots and quick steps. Also 

comparing common basic figures and differences between the figures (ie weaves & 

turns) of slow foxtrots, quick steps & waltzes. This requires a  spreadsheet program 

such as Microsoft Excel etc. 

6. A list of dance demonstrations on the internet ( about 200 dances) and 

instructions on how to download them.  

7. A list of full dance scripts. I may be able to supply a few scripts free of charge that 

you are looking to learn. Most dances taught are revised dances that have been 

around for years. Those that are relatively new I would not have as full scripts.  

8.  A list of short dance scripts in a book (650 scripts) you can purchase for $15 

(12/18) – I will supply more details of where to buy this and how much etc. 

http://www.ballroomdancing.sportingpulse.net/


9. I can email you a copy of this list. My email address is included below. 

 

10.  A list of names of most of the figures (combination of steps) in rumba , 

quickstep, foxtrot, Jive etc). If you have a dance book with figures & steps you can 

fill in the page numbers of your book against these dance figures. 

11. A list of my rough short scripts I have put together over the years. 

12. I have a number of short scripts & video demonstrations of dances at The Pines 

Doncaster compliments of George & Jino ( for The Pines members only on to a 

USB ). 

Most Documents are a work in progress. Any suggestions for adding to or improving 

these will be considered.  

Question : Do you know of an Ebook or printed copy of a good dance book of basic 

steps.  Also if you can supply more information on anything that may help dancers  

ie where to buy dance shoes etc I could consider adding to my general dance 

information. 

Should you contact me and do not receive the information you require or 

confirmation of receipt of the message within a week try and contact me again. 

At this stage (11/19) while I have unlimited calls I could call you back but may prefer 

contact via  email, or  Skype Or Messenger , Whatsapp might work.)   

For people I see at dances I will consider copying the documents you require on to 

a USB stick if necessary ( I do not accept responsibilty if I lose or wreck the USB ). I 

could show you hard copies of most of these lists or books at the dances. 

EMAIL ADDRESS  prudencebenji@gmail.com. 

Skype name frank.hancock48  

Call SMS Mobile 0449675141 

Home 03 94364913 answering machine ( to avoid advertisers I only pick up if you 

announce you are calling about dance information).  

Frank. From Mill Park. 

 

 

mailto:prudencebenji@gmail.com

